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The Mechatronics Handbook (Electrical Engineering Handbook)CRC Press, 2002
The Mechatronics Handbook is highly recommended for academic  libraries supporting undergraduate or advanced programs in electronics, electrical engineering, computer science, robotics, and related subjects.
-Holly Flynn, Mathematics Librarian, Michigan State University Vernon G. Grove Research Library

…This handbook is a...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Administration with Windows PowerShell (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Secure, reliable, and scalable, SQL Server 2008 delivers a dynamic, smart, and productive data platform for all your data-related needs and offers many new features that will change how you administer a database server. Among these new features is the ability to use Windows PowerShell 2.0 scripts to automate and manage various aspects of the...
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Fool-Proof Marketing: 15 Winning Methods for Selling Any Product or Service in Any EconomyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
As I mentioned, an old saying informs us, “It’s not what happens to you; it’s how you handle it.” Nowhere is that truer than during a business crisis, slump, or downturn.

Of the 15 fool-proof business strategies presented in this book, none are more important than the personal strategies presented in Part I. The...
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CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification GuideCisco Press, 2010
CCNP TSHOOT 642-832 Official Certification Guide is a best-of-breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the CCNP® TSHOOT exam. Senior instructor and best-selling author Kevin Wallace shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and...
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Best Practice in Labour and Delivery (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
An understanding of when and how to intervene is the key to good obstetric care. This textbook is an encompassing reference covering all the essential information relating to childbirth; it offers clear practical guidance on all aspects of labour and delivery. Written by well-known leading experts, each chapter offers a modern authoritative...
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Enterprise Development with Flex: Best Practices for RIA Developers (Adobe Dev Lib)O'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you want to use Adobe Flex to build production-quality Rich Internet Applications for the enterprise, this groundbreaking book shows you exactly what's required. You'll learn efficient techniques and best practices, and compare several frameworks and tools available for RIA development -- well beyond anything you'll...
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Head First Physics: A learner's companion to mechanics and practical physicsO'Reilly, 2008

	Wouldn't it be great if there were a physics book that showed you how things work instead of telling you how? Finally, with Head First Physics, there is. This comprehensive book takes the stress out of learning mechanics and practical physics by providing a fun and engaging experience, especially for students who "just...
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Markov Random Field Modeling in Image Analysis (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2009

	Modeling problems in this book are addressed mainly from the computational viewpoint. The primary concerns are how to define an objective function for the optimal solution to a image analysis or computer vision problem and how to find the optimal solution. The solution is defined in an optimization sense because the perfect solution is...
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Science Teaching with Moodle 2.0Packt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle is becoming increasingly popular in schools worldwide due to its ease of use and flexibility. Science is the perfect subject to benefit from the features of Moodle as students will find it the easiest to learn with the help of interactive content, rather than reading textbooks. This book will teach you how to create quizzes, start...
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Data Visualization with Flash Builder: Designing RIA and AIR Applications with Remote Data SourcesFocal Press, 2011

	In this section you will learn to build a Flex application. You will discover that Macromedia Flex Markup Language (MXML) is a great markup language to quickly create a working application. The application will load data from RSS and will display information accordingly. To get to this result, we need some theory about the Flex framework and...
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Oracle ADF Enterprise Application Development - Made SimplePackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to your first real-life enterprise ADF application!
	The book you are holding in your hands is about building serious applications
	with Oracle Application Development Framework (ADF). You know that actual
	development work is only one part of a successful project, and that you also need
	structure, processes, and tools.

...
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Private Cloud Computing: Consolidation, Virtualization, and Service-Oriented InfrastructureMorgan Kaufmann, 2011


	Is “provisioning a web server in 5 minutes for $5” the most

	interesting thing about the cloud?





	Those responsible for IT in their enterprise are quickly

	discovering that the cloud is a game-changing trend that

	offers a completely new methodology for service provision.

	The cloud not only lets you cut...
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